
Enabling educators to 
build, share and deliver 
interactive lessons

From a single platform, 
aligned with a district’s 
instructional strategies

Fosters engagement, 
promotes equity,  
and creates continuity  
of learning

Learning Explorer
Interactive Learning Platform

Build engaging lessons with the widest range of instructional resources and activities—aligned to standards, 
mapped to your curriculum, and targeted to your students’ instructional needs—all in one centralized platform.

How Does it Work?

Organize and manage curriculum
•  Incorporate any resources (e.g., unit guides, pacing

guides, vertical alignments)
• Tag any resource for search, organization and reuse
• Publish complete or example units and lessons
• Share curriculum framework with teachers

Build lessons, homework, remediation 
and enrichment
•  Drag & drop resources and activities into lessons,

homework or instructional units
• Enrich, organize and personalize lessons

- Add your favorite external resources or activities
-  Add instructions, notes and quizzes to resources

and activities
•  Share and collaborate with colleagues, enabling

team-based review and editing

Search and discover resources and activities
•  Centralized content repository of curriculum,

instructional resources and activities
- District-created
- District-licensed
-  Learning Explorer-provided—with district-level control

•  Search the content repository by grade, subject,
resource and activity type, standards, concepts,
keywords and more

Teach synchronously and asynchronously
•  Deliver lessons and remediation sessions in the

classroom with a seamless, slideshow-like player and
playlist experience

•  Engage students asynchronously, either in the
classroom or remotely by assigning lessons,
homework or enrichment via the player, directly in
your LMS or classroom system

•  Engage parents by sharing homework, enrichment
and practice via existing parent engagement and
communication systems



Build lessons from the most relevant instructional resources and activities

Don’t spend time jumping between multiple systems and sources of instructional content. With Learning Explorer’s 
all-in-one search, you can quickly find high-quality, relevant resources and activities in a single search—then just 
drag-and-drop to build lessons, homework, remediation and enrichment.

•  Easily access existing district-licensed resources from 
BrainPOP, Discovery Education, Gale, HMH, McGraw 
Hill and Newsela—and more—with a single search

•  Incorporate district-created materials such as 
curriculum guides, lessons and videos

•  Teachers can include their favorite personal or  
external resources and activities as they build

•  Select expertly curated open educational resources 
(OER) including articles, activities, lessons and  
primary sources

•  Leverage 2 million ad-free and comment-free 
educational videos from reputable creators such 
as Getty, PBS, Smithsonian, SciShow, AP, TED and 
LearnZillion—right in the Learning Explorer platform
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Drag & drop resources  
and activities into student lessons, 
homework or enrichment units




